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Ludwig	(MPI+OpenMP	tasks)	
Introduction	
Ludwig is a general purpose parallel Lattice-Boltzmann code capable of simulating the 
hydrodynamics of complex fluids in 3D. The underlying hydrodynamic model is based on the 
lattice Boltzmann (LB) equation. This itself may be used to study simple (Newtonian) fluids in 
many different scenarios, including porous media and particle suspensions.  

Broadly, the code is intended for complex fluid problems at low Reynolds numbers, so there 
is no consideration of turbulence, high Mach number flows, high density ratio flows, and so 
on. 

Ludwig is a robust and portable code written in ANSI C I. It can be used to perform serial 
and scalable parallel simulations of complex fluid systems based around hydrodynamics via 
the lattice Boltzmann method. Time evolution of modeled quantities takes place on a fixed 
regular discrete lattice. The preferred method of dealing with the corresponding order 
parameter equations is by using finite difference. 

 
Figure 1 - Left: the lattice decomposed between Message Passing Interface (MPI) tasks. For clarity we 
show 2D decomposition of a 3D lattice but un practice we decompose in all three dimensions. Halo cells 
are added to each sub-domain (as shown on the upper right for a single slice) which store data retrieved 
from remote neighbors in the halo exchange. Lower right: the D3Q19 velocity 

To allow utilization of multi-node computing architectures, Ludwig is parallelized using 
domain decomposition and message-passing communications (MPI). The regular 3D 
decomposition is illustrated in Figure 1. Each local sub-domain is surrounded by a halo (or 
ghost) region. Elements of the distribution must be exchanged at the edges of the domains 
to facilitate the propagation. To achieve the full 3D halo exchange, the standard approach of 
shifting the relevant data in each co-ordinate direction in turn is adopted. This requires 
appropriate synchronization, that is, a receive in the first co-ordinate direction must be 
complete before a send in the second direction involving relevant data can take place, and 
so on. Note that only “outgoing” elements of the distribution need to be sent at each edge. 

Motivation	
The addition of OpenMP tasks to the multithreaded MPI library allows multiple threads and 
tasks running in parallel making calls to the MPI library. This allows the possibility of having 
multiple communications (in halo exchange) happening at the same time instead of a single 
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threaded approach where only one thread could make calls to the MPI library for 
communication. 

Implementation	details	and	Results	
We intended to create a Ludwig version that combines MPI and OpenMP tasks. Runtime 
tasks are created for communication (halo exchange) and computation (collisions and 
propagation). The MPI thread multiple mode (MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE) is employed. 

OpenMP tasks have been created only within the main iteration loop and OpenMP parallel is 
then only called once right before the beginning of the loop as indicated below. This will 
allow the OpenMP runtime to create tasks which will then be executed by the different 
threads available.	

#ifdef TASKS 
#pragma omp parallel default(none)                         \ 
shared(ludwig,nSites,nFields,filename,subdirectory,step)   \ 
private(tmpptr,ncolloid,im,multisteps,flag,uzero,iohandler,\ 
is_pm,is_subgrid,fzero) 
{ 
#pragma omp single 
    { 
#endif 
        while (next_step()) { 
             
            TIMER_start(TIMER_STEPS); 
             
            TIMER_stop(TIMER_STEPS); 
        } 
#ifdef TASKS 
    }//omp single 
}//omp parallel 
#endif  

Computation The aim of tasks in highly intensive computational sections is to create as 
many independent parallel tasks as possible. Tasks will then be executed by the different 
threads available. As an example, we can see how the collision section has now changed: 

#ifdef TASKS 
int i=0,BLOCK=8; 
for(baseIndex=0;baseIndex < tc_nSites; baseIndex+=BLOCK){ 
     
#pragma omp task default(none) private(i) firstprivate(baseIndex)       \ 
shared(t_lb, t_force, t_velocity, t_phi, t_gradphi, t_delsqphi,         \ 
t_chemical_stress, t_chemical_potential, noise, noise_on,BLOCK) 
     
    { 
        for (i=baseIndex;i < baseIndex + BLOCK; i+=VVL){ 
            lb_collision_binary_site(t_lb->f, t_force, t_velocity,  

                              t_phi, t_gradphi,…, i); 
        } 
    }   
} 
#endif 
  

Communication The communication section has been refactored in a way that independent 
tasks only have to work on a specific region of the communication processes, i.e. each task 
is responsible of communication a plane, an edge or a corner as indicated in the following 
code snippet: 
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  int tid; 
  /* Create 6 taks, one per plane */ 
  for (tid = 0; tid < 6; tid++) 
#pragma omp task default(none) shared(lb)firstprivate(tid)       \ 
depend(out:lb->hl.recvreq[tid],lb->hl.sendreq[tid]) 
    halo_planes_tasks_i(lb, tid); 
 
  /* Create 12 taks, one per edge */ 
  for (tid = 6; tid < 18; tid++) 
#pragma omp task default(none) shared(lb)firstprivate(tid)       \ 
depend(out:lb->hl.recvreq[tid],lb->hl.sendreq[tid]) 
    halo_edges_tasks_i(lb, tid); 
 
  /* Create 8 taks, one per corner */ 
  for (tid = 18; tid < 26; tid++){ 
#pragma omp task  default(none) shared(lb)firstprivate(tid)      \ 
depend(out:lb->hl.recvreq[tid],lb->hl.sendreq[tid]) 
    halo_corners_tasks_i(lb,tid); 
};  

Performance	 study	We illustrate the total runtime results of running Ludwig in the hybrid 
mode using MPI and OpenMP tasks. As expected, the runtime difference between this 
version run with only 1 task is equivalent to running the pure MPI version of Ludwig. These 
results can be seen in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Performance and scalability results of a 483 lattice simulation on ARCHER employing different 
number of threads and tasks. 
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